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This document describes the HTTP API that can be used to integrate and send SMS through 

Oursms advanced gateway. 

 

1. Send Message: 

This API is used to send a message to one or more recipients. It is preferred to use the POST 

method to send  

Method: POST 

Url: https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs 

Body type: x-www-form-urlencoded 

username={username}& password={password}& 

src=oursms&dests=96654XXXXXX,96656XXXXXX&body=hello&priority:0&delay=0&validi

ty=0&maxParts=0&dlr=0&prevDups=0&msgClass=promotional 

 

Method: GET 

Url: https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs 

Body type: none 

An example: 

https://api.oursms.com/api-

a/msgs?username=username&password=password&src=string&dests=96654XXXXXX,96656XXX

XXX&body=string&priority=0&delay=0&validity=0&maxParts=0&dlr=0&prevDups=0&msgClass=

promotional 

 

https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs
https://api.oursms.com/a-api/msgs/send
https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs?username=username&password=password&src=string&dests=96654XXXXXX,96656XXXXXX&body=string&priority=0&delay=0&validity=0&maxParts=0&dlr=0&prevDups=0&msgClass=promotional
https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs?username=username&password=password&src=string&dests=96654XXXXXX,96656XXXXXX&body=string&priority=0&delay=0&validity=0&maxParts=0&dlr=0&prevDups=0&msgClass=promotional
https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs?username=username&password=password&src=string&dests=96654XXXXXX,96656XXXXXX&body=string&priority=0&delay=0&validity=0&maxParts=0&dlr=0&prevDups=0&msgClass=promotional
https://api.oursms.com/api-a/msgs?username=username&password=password&src=string&dests=96654XXXXXX,96656XXXXXX&body=string&priority=0&delay=0&validity=0&maxParts=0&dlr=0&prevDups=0&msgClass=promotional


 

 

src string 
Mandatory 

The number or text that will appear to the receiver on the 
mobile device as the sender (sender Id) 

dests string 
Mandatory 

An string of destination addresses (mobile numbers) 
spereated by comma (,) to deliver the message to. It can be 
one destination or multiple destinations up to 500 per 
request 

body string 
Mandatory 

The text of the message. The text can be in any language. 
Our system will automatically detect the best encoding to 
used when delivering the message. 

Priority int 
Optional 

Default: 0 
The priority of the message. The value can be any number 
from 1 to 4. 1 is the highest priority. If not set or set to 0 a 
smart algorithm will detect the best priority for the message 
and set it automatically. 

delay int 
Optional 

Default: 0 
The number of minutes to hold the message in the queue 
before sending it to the receiver. If set to 0 the message will 
be sent immediately. 

validity int 
Optional 

Default: 0 
The number of minutes the message will be valid to send. If 
for any reason the message was not sent within the validity 
period, the sending process will be aborted, and the message 
will be marked as expired. If not set or set to 0 the validity 
will be the max acceptable by the system. 

dlr int 
Optional 

Default: 0 
Request a deliver status report for the message if the route 
supports it. Setting the value to 1 means a dlr is required. 

prevDups int 
Optional 

Default: 0 
This parameter triggers the prevent duplicate process for the 
message. 
The value represents the number of minutes to go back and 
check if an identical message to the current has already been 



 

sent. If an identical message has been sent within the period 
of the value, the message will be rejected. 

msgClass string 
Optional 

Default: empty 
The msg class that should be taken into consideration when 
routing the msg. The current supported classes are: 

- transactional 
- promotional 

 

Result: 

If the request succeeded a HTTP response with the status 200 will be returned with the data in 

the body as json. However, if the request fails a failed HTTP response will be returned with a 

json body containing the error code and error description that occurred. 

 

2. Download Dlrs: 

This API is used to get the Dlrs from the user’s inbox. Each dlr returned to the client will be 

deleted from the inbox. 

Method: GET 

Url: https://api.oursms.com/api-

a/inbox/dlrs?username={username}&password={password}&count={count} 

 

count int 
Optional 

Default: 100 
The number of dlrs to receive. The maximum amount is 500. 

 

Result: 

If the request succeeded a HTTP response with the status 200 will be returned with the data in 

the body as json. However, if the request fails a failed HTTP response will be returned with a 

json body containing the error code and error description that occurred. 

https://api.oursms.com/api-a/inbox/dlrs?username=%7busername%7d&password=%7bpassword%7d&count=%7bcount%7d
https://api.oursms.com/api-a/inbox/dlrs?username=%7busername%7d&password=%7bpassword%7d&count=%7bcount%7d


 

 

3. Get Credits Balance: 

This API is used to get the remaining credits in the user’s account. 

Method: GET 

Url: https://api.oursms.com/api-a/billing/credits?username=admin&password=password 

 

Result: 

If the request succeeded a HTTP response with the status 200 will be returned with the data in 

the body as json. However, if the request fails a failed HTTP response will be returned with a 

json body containing the error code and error description that occurred. 

 

https://api.oursms.com/api-a/billing/credits

